BERMUDABOY’s EC 2016 BIG DNF
Watch-Amazing Drone of the Start, by Jason Hayes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f2TN5g_bcpE&feature=em-share_video_user

“Somewhere over the darkened curve of the world the sun and moon
were pulling; and the film of water on the earth planet was held,
bulging slightly on one side while the solid core turned. The great
wave of the tide moved further along the island and the water lifted.
Softly, surrounded by a fringe of inquisitive bright creatures, itself a
silver shape beneath the steadfast constellations.” **
Day 1 March 5th 0700 Start Wind NE Light 5-8knts

I’m taking my time at the start, stopping a few yards off the shore to wash out all
the sand and shells from my shoes. Then up and on a fairly easy deep broad
reach. The seas are getting rougher as I get to the middle of the channel out of
Tampa Bay. I am a little stiff and nervous, still getting used to my board loaded with
38lbs of gear on the bow, 3lbs of gear & 4lbs of water on my back. On the stern is
an 8lb dromedary of reserve water, that I probably don’t need for this day of the
challenge but I loaded it up for practice anyway. Sailing my trusty steed with all
this gear & supplies and sailing without, is probably the same difference as the
handling of a Winnebago compared to a Lamborghini. I’m rigid and nervous but
keep a steady heading toward the Anna Maria Cape, roughly 6 miles from where I
put my shoes back on.

As I pass through the midpoint of the channel, behind and to the left is Tampa Bay,
and the Northeast wind has a long open fetch to build up the waves and their
getting rougher and more erratic. Adding now a little surfing down the back side of
the waves and paying particular attention not to dive the nose into the back of the
waves I’m overtaking. On any other day of sailing, this would be something that I
wouldn’t even notice and easily maneuver through unconsciously. But just being in
the 300 Mile Everglades Challenge, all the days and months scheming and
training, has me on a delicate edge and I haven’t found my groove and I’m sailing
quite awkward and it feels like I’m in the first grade.

I casually glance around to see who is heading for the inner route down the
Intercoastal Waterway (ICW) and who is heading the outside route down the Gulf. I
see Seadog Rocket, my companion windsurfer, coming up and passing me to
starboard. He’s looking really good and maximizing every opportunity for speed.
Its early and but I am already looking forward to getting around the Anna Maria
Island Point and the flat waters that will be created there by the coastline. I’m
thinking I’ve de-powered my sail too much with excessive downhaul for these
conditions but decide to leave the setting alone, and opt for underpowered, slow
and steady.

As I round the Cape I am hit by a convergence of current, wave break and wind
shifts and I find myself back-winded with the sail smacking me off the stern corner
of the board, and then flattening itself over me making double sure it completely
submerges and insults me. Definitely not first grader, maybe kindergartener.

I push off and down sliding under and reemerge on the opposite side of the board.
I am in the middle of a washing machine in which the waves from Tampa Bay, the
Gulf and the rebound from the breakers are all bumper-car-ing against each other
in a sinewave-testosterone fest. I pop back on the board and take only about 20
seconds to zoom thru and out of the wave swirl. But now I’m thinking: “Wow, the
water is a lot colder than I thought it would be, but its still early so once the sun

really comes up it should warm up”. My GPS is dangling just above the water
surface on its lanyard, as it has been knocked off the boom bracket in the fall. I
prefer to wait till the conditions get smoother before trying to reach down and
scoop it up and clip it back on. I’m on port tack, in a shallow broad reach and
trying to maintain a straight heading down the coast which will keep me on average
about 2 miles offshore till I get past Sarasota. Hopefully after this will track closer to
shore up to the point that the condos lining the coast don’t interfere with the flow of
the wind.
Winds are light to around 13:00 but not the stall that has been forecasted by NOAA
this morning before the start. The winds clocking a little more from the North so
the leg is becoming a downwind run. I alternate the sail from port to starboard just
to give my arms and hands some change. There will be very few times that I will
use my harness today and I want to give each hand even white-knuckle time. The
North wind gives more room and time to build up the height of the waves. The
swells are getting bigger and faster. I concentrate surfing the set I can catch,
ignoring the next, and trying to catch the second or third. It’s a really good feeling
getting the extra speed & distance on a sled ride that requires almost no energy.
I can’t really ever relax because there is always another swell underway and
always the chance of diving the bow into the back side of the next wave. That can
instantly stop the board and load up the sail with wind--that’ll rip- buck me off the
board. Its constant concentration on the wind, waves and continual micro
movements on the board to keep it all together. To give someone who hasn’t done
it before an idea of how constant the concentration and effort is. My watch tends
to rotate outward on my left wrist, so that I can’t see it. This afternoon there has
been about a 3-4 hour period in which I could not check the time. It was
impossible for me to let my right (sheeting-in) hand off the boom for even a second
to try and rotate my watch back to the right where I could see its face.

Further down the leg I see sea turtles and dolphins, but nothing up too close. I’m
following a few other Tribers, a group about a few miles ahead that I can sometime
see well, and other times barely make out just the tips of their masts. Later on they
completely disappear. I guess that Sean (Seadog Rocket) is in this group, and I
am actually relieved that I can’t see them anymore. I am more able to relax and
sail my own pace instead of the constant questioning of my own body, tune and
sail position for maximum speed like when I am sailing close to Sean. I think about
stopping to release the downhaul and power up the sail, but I again opt for slow
and conservative again.
I notice a gurgling sound coming from behind. I glance back but can’t see any
reeds or seaweed trailing from my fin (typical culprits of noise and drag). Going

downwind in the surf, I am not able to rotate my head back to look aft for more than
a second without throwing off my balance and risking a fall, which demands a
power draining pulling up of the sail out of the waves- they don’t willingly give up
their grip on mylar.
The gurgling sound is grinding on my nerves and really bothering me. An hour or
so later there is a short lull in the wind, and I get a chance to cock my head back
and investigate aft a full 180 degrees and get a better look. Just behind my right
foot on the starboard rail, my 8lb-unnecessary-today-dromedary-water-bag has
become untied from its mooring on the port footstrap, and hanging over the
starboard rail and half its long tube body is dragging in the water. The gurgling
sound it being complimented by a little rooster tail of water popping up in its wake.
So I’m not the only one hanging ten. I drop the sail and re-tie the dromedary into
place. Of course by now, the wind has picked up again and I am painfully
reminded just how much I DREAD pulling a 9.5M2 sail with a 8’ boom out of rolling
surf.

I am tempted to turn on my GPS and get a fix on where I am, but figuring with this
wind that I must be a few hours faster than I was in EC ’14. So I’m telling myself to
expect seeing around 17:00 the dead leafless, tall trees stumps (not short ones like
you would imagine) that mark the shoreline of Stump Pass. This Pass is the
entrance to Lemon Bay and Checkpoint 1 is on its southern shore. Its feared by
most Watertriber sailors because the breakers can be quite daunting & dangerous.
I’m now alternating between positive thinking and very negative, negative dark
“ZigZiglar Stinkin Thinkin”. “Why the heck do I do these stupid races?” “How long
can my hands, arms and hips put up with this any longer?” “Whatz the freakin
point you 50 year ole Moron?” “Oh sheez, damn I’m good, I rode that last wave
pretty long & far, that was cool, if I could just catch more good sets like that. I’m
really doing 10 times better than ‘14?” “Thank goodness this leg is not upwind, hot
damn, I could not imagine how much time that would take. This downwind stuff is
sweet pure honey VMG”. “Holy Smoolly, oh my goodness dhem dere are de
stoomps of Stump Pass, I’m HERE- YEEEEEEEE-HAWWWW!. Its only bright
and early 5pm!

I’m cutting inside of the breakers and trying my best to ride atop the crest of the
waves to keep my fin from running aground in the shallow wave break. My fin
scrapes a few times in the troughs, but not enough to cause a spill. In a few
moments I round the point and now I am in the heavenly flat waters of Stump Pass.
Just like in 14,’ I am planning on cutting the corners, ignoring the ICW channel
markers, and risking running aground on all the hidden shoals. A couple on a sail

boat calls out asking whether I am with the Watertribe and as I answer with a big
thumbs up, they begin graciously clapping and cheering me on. SWEET!

I ask them for advice on where’s the deepest route around the spoil area and they
advise me to follow the white crab trap buoys around and down to the ICW
channel. In 3.5 seconds I have cut a mile or so off the trip and enter the channel
midway down Lemon Bay. Mr. Too Cocky is now blasting the fastest speeds of
the day on a sweet broad reach. “Who needs stupid baby channel markers, I’m
cutting across here and going to head diagonally across the bay directly into Cape
Haze Marina & Checkpoint 1”.

The cross and skull mark on the bottom right of chart marks where Mr. Cocky’s fun
ride has come to an abrupt edge atop an abundant, just below the surface, in a
meadow of very passive aggressive oysters. My dagger and fin are making a
horrible crunching and cracking sounds as I jump from the board and unhook from
my harness, pirouetting but landing on my feet about 10’ feet in front of my now
grounded steed’s fin. Luckily I have landed on a little mud flat surrounded by the
oysters.

I can see that I am on a long north/south shoal and I have about 50 yards to walk
the board back to the west to the channel. I grab the back footstrap picking up the
stern so the fin doesn’t drag on the oysters, and let the bow skim across the 3-4”
inch deep water. Just in front to my right I suddenly see a small dorsal and tail fin
of a shark panicking an escape across the front of my bow and over to the same
deep water I’m trying to get to.

As she picks up speed it’s evident that the shallowest part of the shoal is still
ahead as her body is rising in the water column, and just a sheen of water is
thinning out around her torpedo physique. It starts ramping off her head and is
breaking up as it passes over her body. As she makes it to the apex of the shoal,
there is now only a thin veneer of water enveloping her sleek body and she is
clearly visible all except for her underside. Like a 4th of July fireworks finale, she
frantically begins whipping her tail back and forth in less than a few inches of
water, cavitating and splashing spray way up into the stadium seats, and in the
next breath she disappears into the depth of the channel on the other side. Wow,
is this being ALIVE or what?

I know exactly where the water deepens now and prepare to jump back aboard. I
arrive at the CP 1 beach to find Sean ashore fiddling with his board. I am
rejuvenated simply and instantly by the beautiful and charming Paddle Dancer
and Wyoming Wolf (thank you both so much!). As I sign in my time and scratch
down some flippant required comments, they greet me with kind and encouraging
words and 2 cups of very delicious hot soup, and all the artesian spring water I
need to fill my back camel pack.

SeaDog Rocket is still working on making repairs and preparations as I return back
to the beach to relaunch. I’m getting my night light on and hanging glow sticks
from the front of my boom and on the sail clew as he takes off. As I push my
board off the bank, just a few hundred yards down the pass, I can see that he is
luffing his sail to allow me to catch up. I come alongside and we are discussing
how far we want to sail down into the Charlotte Harbor and the approaching night.
I’m interpreting that our goal is to sail as long as we can and then bail out a one of
the many island camp sites I have programmed in my GPS.

We are sailing straight downwind on the flat waters effortlessly and making good
time into the evening dusk. As the sun sinks under the horizon and the sky
blackens we expect the wind to drop off, but it does the opposite and starts howling
in the 15-18knts range. Some of the gusts are easily into the 20’s. We are
planning blind, and fast downwind in the darkness, just hanging on in survival
mode, and don’t dare getting into our harnesses. Channel Markers Beware!
The flat water is so much easier to sail a downwind tack in that I’m not really caring
about using all arms, in fact right at this moment I thinking more about all the
stories I’ve read about the giant 1,500-pound hammerhead shark, that monster
called “Old Hitler”. Its rumored that he haunts these waters in search of hooked
tarpon on his work days & low cranial capacity windsurfers on his nights off.

(courtesy some google image page, not my photo)
About 8 miles into Charlotte Harbor and in the reckless blackness we both have a
very abrupt and intrusive hot rendezvous with another shoal.

This shoal is not nearly as shallow as the last, but enough to crunch the fin and
send me sailing forward through the air without my steed. She always does this
crap. Again by sheer luck I land on my feet in 6“ deep water and soft sand. I’m
looking over my right shoulder to see that Sean is in the same predicament. We
both start heading toward each other holding the stern of our boards up and out of
the water and skimming it on just the tip of the bow. The wind is still howling at
around 15 knots with gusts to 20 so it much more difficult to make progress as our
sails are getting blown in all directions and it’s pretty hard to hold down with just
one free hand. I am shuffling my feet along the bottom to let any night-capping
stingrays know I’m heading their way, but occasionally the shuffling hurts pretty
bad when I pound my toes into the side of an oyster colony.

We join up in ankle deep water and decide to bail out to the closest camp I have on
my GPS. We have no idea where we are. I’m mostly failing at wiping off my

saltwater spray coated 1.75 readers, but my left eye can barely make out the
image on the 1” x 1” GPS screen designed for munchkins. Yee HAW! Camp
Island Hoagen is just 0.3 miles ahead of us, and we only have about 75 yards to
drudge thru to get off this shoal and into the deeper water that leads right up to the
beach campsite.
I’m shufflin, shuffling off the shoal, not too sure bout Sean, but I’ze making sure
my shufflin is making just enough noise and commotion to scare away the
stingrays, but not enough to attract Old Hitler. (a delicate balance in underwater
frequencies)

My GPS is like a car’s in that you don’t really know the correct direction to start off
in, until you actually start moving and then it gives you a rotating directional arrow.
I clip my GPS on the boom at chest level on what I think is the proper side and
jump up on the board, just as I do, a gust of %#%*^in wind flips my sail around to
the opposite tack, so now my little 1 inch GPS display is doing its utmost best to
show the bow dry bag the shortest route to follow. I see a light ahead and
guessing this light is other Tribers already camping on Hoagen Island. I light up my
sail with my headlamp so that I can make an easy target for Sean to see and follow
in the blackness.

I’m worrying about following the wrong Silent Night star. Been there, done that,
don’t want to repeat. I fret over whether I should try to luff the sail, one arm it, and
snatch my GPS off the leeward side of the boom and then clip on the right side
facing me, or risk flipping my sail to a starboard downwind tack, in which I will have
to keep the clew up with sail at a tilted, strenuous angle. I risk the former and
manage to luff-snatch-and clip the GPS to the right side of my boom, all in a split
second perfectly executed in the dark. I am in awe that I actually manage it without
taking a swim with the ultimate SS Nazi Denizen of the Deep.
Now my GPS is glowing right in front of my face and were zipping full speed
downwind with the Arrow pointing us directly to our landing. The light I saw is
directly in line with the GPS arrow: the Right Star. I’m thinking the light is still about
50 yards away when the bow of my steed runs up and hard aground on a shoal.
Nope, not a shoal, I‘ve actually run right up onto the Hoagen’s beachhead, and the
light I see is from some tents set back in a Australian pine forest about 100 feet
back. I pull my board and rig up the beach backwards dragging the bow across
the shell littered strand. Sean arrives a moment later just as two dogs begin
barking menacingly at us intruders.
We are greeted by two young, curious couples who are camping on the island and
still trying to figure out who & what these two weirdos are and why they are spoiling
their romantic encampment. They are very friendly and kind and offer us beer,

food, and liquor. We opt for just one beer a piece explaining that we’ve got sailing
to do in the morning. They guide us to a perfect glen in the pines explaining how
this spot has the best tree line for blocking out the roaring wind.

As we set up our tents we are taking only tiny itsy bitsy baby sips of our bottles of
liquid gold beer; were going to make this dream last as long as possible or at least
till we fall asleep. The two Romeo’s return with instant light artificial fire-logs and
leave us with; “Goodnight and enjoy your campfire”. Sean and I just sit there
staring at each other in total disbelief that we almost forget to say thank you. Wow!
Did we just run up on to the best campsite or what? I jet boil up 2 cups of water
and pour into the pack of my MRE of Chicken Ala King. A-hhhhh bliss until the
last spoonful. A little side note, when we did the Challenge in ’14, every day, every
chance, I approached sailboats, fishing boats, and anything remotely floating and
begged for a spare Miller Light. Not once did I ever succeed. And now here we
were on our first night belching unabashedly at the giant glowing moon as we
drifted off to sleep in a wind blocked hollow, on a soft-thick bed of Australian pine
needles, in the toasty cozy dryness of our sleeping bags. Um-phh, one last sip.
Its still dark and I’m packing up my stuff within my tent and the chill of the
approaching sunrise has me trying to decide to start with just my normal rash
guard skins or get into my dry suit. I decide on the latter. Day two and I have big
dreams of maybe making it to Checkpoint 2. I boil my breakfast MRE of eggs,
sausage, and some other clumps of inexplicable stuff… Not so bliss, but energy I
will need for the rest of today. I offer some to Sean, he takes a bite or two before
turning green and passing me back my red plastic spork. We’re packing up and
trying to make as little noise as we can in the darkness, careful not wake our
kindhearted hosts. As the sun breaks the horizon we are back out on the water
and sailing deep broad reaches south. The wind is good and I am confident it will
continue to build strong from the North East.
A short while later I see Sean stopping on a beach and I decide to continue on. I
will not see him again until much later in the morning when we approach the
Sanibel Bridge. Sailing down the Charlotte Harbor I’m following the arrow on my
GPS (it has a map page, but impossible to see on the fly) and I’m playing a
guessing game with myself on which island I am passing along the way: Boca
Grande, Punta Blanca, Caya Costa. Dang them Spaniards knew how to name
vacation spots. The wind is good and steady and I’m making 8 to 10knts. The
seas are relatively flat and much easier than yesterday’s gulf side rollercoaster.

At about 8am and just north of Captiva the wind began to really blow with the long
fetch and the waves begin to stack up higher than I expected. I try deep broad
reaching but not enough wind to keep the gear laden board up on a plane for any

length of time, even so my GPS is recording a meaningless 24mph speed which is
lots of fun but doesn’t get me any forward progress. I’m switching back to
downwind runs and looking to find flat water in the shallows off the islands to the
East. I’m guessing I’m averaging really good speeds probably around 10-14knts.

(Between Broad Reach & Downwind we use two additional increments Shallow & Deep)

It’s an uneventful morning, and I see a few Tribers in Hobie Ti’s in the distance. I
also intersect with Deke and his beautiful handmade sailing/rowing dory, just north
of the colossal power towers & cables that cross over to Sanibel Island. I glance
back a second and gladly see Sean’s sail coming up from my starboard quarter
and recognize he is making his typical superfast comeback. The wind is continuing

to get stronger and my last few tacks before are blazing beam and broad reaches,
I’ve got so much speed and momentum going that I easily continue a plane
underneath the Sanibel bridge even though the bridge columns create large wind
shadows. Instead of pulling up at the boat ramp as I discussed with Sean earlier,
I’m sailing on to the Sanibel Lighthouse Point and will jump ashore there to look for
a bathroom. Sean and I join up shortly thereafter, take a break and some
munchies and top off our water bags.
The wind is now ripping out of the East North East, and I am getting irrational
“crazy worries” about something bad happening during our cross over to the Fort
Meyers shore side. The offshore wind looks worse than it really is but I keep
imagining dropping the sail or something breaking and me floating out into the Gulf
of Neverland. Instead of deep broad reaching across like Sean does, I play it
conservative and almost close haul across wasting time and distance but feeling
it’s the safer strategy.

Sean becomes a spec on the horizon, way down the coast by the time I bear off
and start my own deep broad reach down the coast just a scared-sissiecomfortable third of a mile distance from Fort Meyers Beach.

Somewhere just before Naples I see Sean heading out toward me from the beach
and figure he has taken a break, we are joined up now, and the wind has died
down to just haphazard light breezes. Were just rolling around trying to keep our
balance in the indulgent-size boat wakes and it is a terrific waste of energy and
grinding on all cartilage joints below the navel. As we head back into a random
beach for yet another rest break, I am dying to get out of my dry suit which is now
a virtual sauna, I’ve already drank & sweat out twice as much water as I did all
yesterday.

We pull up on a beach in front of a luxury hotel/condo, and just in front and 42
inches away from three elderly ladies in beach lounge chairs with jumbo-oversized
sunglasses. I question Sean’s judgement about why he didn’t come ashore just
over yonder where all the young, tight, wrinkle-free skin, shapely bikini humans are
frolicking. I’m trying all sorts of tricks while standing/bouncing around on one foot,
getting off the dry suit, my merino wool under layers and into my rash guards
without the ladies catching sight of Fanny Perpendicular and Mr. Lonely Shrunken.
Sean is making fun of me and cracking inappropriate comments the entire time.
Success! Minimum exposure, I hope…
We are making our way back offshore of Naples searching for wind but having a
rough time of it. A few times we have just dropped our sails, laid down on the
boards and covered our faces with the brim of our hats. We’re waiting again, I feel
a breeze, stand up, the breeze dries up, and we lay back down again. After 40
minutes of repeating this on each wind whim, we are finally up for good and
SNAILING along as best we can and behold a twin engine Sheriffs boat is roaring
towards us. He is shouting some question about something back there and
pointing, and my first assumption is that he is asking: “Hey, did you just expose
your absolutely breathtaking pale white hiney to a bunch of rich old ladies on the
beach at that Naples Condo back there?”

I’m shouting back to him to come in closer as I am not sure I want to answer him
based on my initial, lewd assumption. “Hey, are you guys in distress, we got a
bunch of telephone calls from the condos that there are two windsurfers offshore in
distress?” Sean jokingly shouts above his idling engines that: “We will be in BIG
DISTRESS if the @%$&@ wind doesn’t pick up soon”, and the Sheriff laughs it off
and asks us what we’re doing. When we finish explaining about cutting through
the steel plate under the sink, and jumping over the asylum wall and into the EC
Challenge, he kindly waves us off with kind compliments. Little things like this are
like hi-octane encouragement fuel.

Not sure how we have just arrived at Gordon’s Pass because there has been pretty
much zero wind, but its 16:30 and we are here. Thank goodness that the wind is
just starting to fill in at about 6-7knts steady. Marco Island now appears floating on
the sea in the far distance. It’s the Emerald City of OZ and I’m going to ask for a
COURAGE.
With this steady breeze were going to make it to the brilliant white beach of Marco
island in about 2hrs and be all camped up for the night in a jiffy. The sunset is
amazingly beautiful (watch the video). I leave my rain fly off the tent and sleep
under an infinitely pitch-black sky bursting with beautiful sparkling stars. All I can
keep thinking and humming is: “I wish Masami was laying here with me under this

night sky that only Vincent could ever come close to replicating… Starry, starry
night…Paint your palette blue and gray… This world was meant for one as
beautiful as you….Love you hun.

It’s not all good though, there is a black gloom approaching that we’ve known
about for a while and at each stop we listen to the NOAA weather reports on our
VHF radios. Tomorrow or the next day the wind is going to shift hard to the South
East, and if the forecast wind speeds are correct, well, we don’t even wanna
imagine about what that’s going to mean for our Challenge.

Monday morning were packing our gear, eating (maybe just me) some MRE grub
and beating the Sunrise to the punch and to the next broad reach. The wind is not
fast but its good and steady and we make it around Marco Island Shoals in just
about 1.5 hours.

We sheet in hard and pinch, close hauling a grueling port tack, trying to make the
GPS arrow stay pointed straight-up signifying that we are on course to make it to
Indian Key in a single tack. From a distance a slight degree of arrow off will in
actuality put you tremendously off course when the distance is long. I’m holding
this &$%@#! close haul port tack for 8 miles as I watch the arrow slipping further
and further to my left, I’m being headed away from my goal, big time/ big distance.
The deeper into Gullivan Bay I get the longer the 15-20kts wind has to build up the
waves. They’re crashing over my bow and hammering my bow mounted dry bag.
In the big ones the board almost comes to a complete stop. My rear, sheet-in (gas
pedal) right hand and fingers still feel like they just got out of a dentist appointment,
all numb, blobby & tingly as I type this sentence more than a week after this leg of
the Challenge.

What a fool I am to think I can lay Indian Key in one tack, the closer I get the
farther the GPS arrow escapes to my left. I end up having to tack a total of 16
times to reach the middle west shore of Indian Key. Not all the tacks are in error
though, I decide to track closer to the shore to get to flatter water and reduce the
amount of waves crashing over the bow and against my dry bag

BTW: Yellow line is the Spot intermittent tracking, purple line GPS point tracking,
this is why GPS gives more accurate distance sailed

Sean is chomping on trail mix and waiting for me on the beach taking a break.
Without a word spoken, it is clear we are both surprised that the wind has become
substantially higher than the 10-12knts we heard forecasted just this morning. On
top of that the dreaded shift in the wind has begun, less North, more East, next
from the dreaded South. The change in weather we had hoped would never come,
was already here.
LUCKILY, we’ve arrived at Indian Key, beginning of the Everglades and the end of
Civilization, and just in time to catch the rip roaring incoming tide. We launch and
beat up wind through the mangrove channel. We have our wind driven boat speed
plus we’re being sucked upstream on a 3-5 knot tidal current. It seems like in no
time at all and we’ve passed the 6-mile-long maze of mangroves and narrow
channels and we’re now at the entrance of Chokosolokee Bay. As I get my
bearings, I realize the wind is really roaring in the twenties and violent gusts up into
the low thirties. It now has significantly more South to it than it did just a few
moments ago as we rode in the channel currents.
We both begin close haul beating up to Check Point 2, about midway up I see
Sean go down hard and moments later I too run aground and yet again I’m

bumped off the board but luckily maintain my footing. Sean doesn’t appear to be
getting up, and though I’m sure he is in shallow water and safe, I begin worrying
that he has ripped off his fin or skeg box on an oyster bed.

As I approach CP 2, I am very depressed with the ferocity of the wind and the
already strong South direction that has muscled in. We’ve only been out on the
water for less than 2.5 days and doing great, probably past 200 miles or two thirds
of the Challenge, yet I am fighting an awful feeling that it’s not even noon and CP2
may be our LAST. I look back and am greatly relieved to see that Sean has just
reefed his sail and is making steady progress & no equipment damage.
After check in, were setting up camp, sulking, discussing, cussing at the weather,
swearing at the wind direction, and then mozzeing over to the Havana Café for
Mahi-mahi sandwiches and for me two inspirationally ice cold Miller Lites.

Our conversation is all about the
wind speed &direction and what the
HELL is the wisest thing to do.
Every 7 seconds were vacillating
between throwing in the towel or
launching right now. This is really an
agonizing time. This continues for
the rest of the afternoon, sprinkled in
between with little positive doses of:
“look how far we are ahead of where
we were back in ’14, dang almost
1.75 days ahead, we’ve had a
wonderful run, a great camp, & hey remember that one sandy-blond chick on the
sailing team that sailed FJ’s, well once we were sailing together by Shell Key and
she propped her cute bare foot on the inside of my thigh and…”

We’re having our last serious meeting in my tent just after another gorgeous
sunset. We decide decisively here and now, that later we will decide what to do
tomorrow morning. The roaring noises of the winds are becoming silent now as we
drift off to sleep and we both expectantly wish for a new NE wind forecast &
continue sucking our thumbs.
Morning has come and we both have already decided before waking that we just
can’t DNF and are going to leave CP2 and take it in little baby steps checking the
conditions along the way, first port of call Pavilion Key, goal for the day Highland
camp. We call our wives and let them know our intent. They lovingly give us their
support & blessings.

We are in really good spirits now and ready to kick butt… But first Mother Nature is
going to kick ours all the way back into the stone ages. The tide is all the way out
and it knee deep, gooey mud for 75 yards out to the waterline, and for fiddler crabs
& giggles, it’s another 100 yard past that to water deep enough to float our fins.
Sean already has his shallower weed fin on, but after carving mud pies with mine
for the first 50 yards of water-covered mud, I’m stopping and changing my race fin
out to the my shorter weed one. Just getting out of the mud is taking us about 45
minutes. I now think it has been the tromping through this mud slop which has
given me a blazingly throbbing inguinal hernia.
We’re setting our GPS to go out the southern route we call BUNNY PASS, but
after encountering to many shoals, change our route to the more westerly one we
call SNAKE PASS. This being the same we went out on in ’14. The wind is ripping
through the mangrove channels so hard, that instead of sheeting in our sails, were
just holding on to our masts and letting the sails completely luff and even then we
are making over 3knts downwind. When we do sheet it, the boards jump up onto
a plane like rockets.

We stop on a shoal trying to figure out which turn in the tunnel maze to take and as
we do we both know what the other is thinking (maybe “sinking”). We
simultaneously say, “This isn’t going to work, it’s too much, let’s just sail out to
Rabbit Key and camp out for a night and sail back in the morning, if there is good
change in the wind speed & direction we can reconsider”

As we make it out the mangrove channel into open water just past Demijohn Key,
the DECISION to not continue is carved into us by a zipping SE wind and ferocious
gusts. The seas plummeting my bow and dry bag and I’m not even pointing high.
Distaaaaaaantly, about 1.75 miles, I see the outline of Rabbit Key.

As we head past an island to our port, that Sean later coins Island 9,999 and I
christen as “The Great Hawes-Vandenberg 1816 Expedition”, we enter the full,
unsheltered, nuclear wind and sea-fission area. It is a stunning humbling. I
immediately begin thinking about a post I previously put on the Watertribe about
the Crosby Still Nash Southern Cross song lyric, “You will Survive Being Bested”
and indeed this is going to be me being BESTED ROYALLY. SURVIVE, well I’m
not so confident. As I turn to see how Sean is responding, I see he is in the
middle of taking a dive, and then I see something red floating away from him.
Sean’s using a race sail with a real tight leech, which is far superior to mine for
performance in the lower wind range, whereas mine has a soft leech, that’s much
better performance and easier handling in the upper wind ranges. I’m not sure
what has happened but I’m guessing he has been blasted by a monster gust which
forces his sail and board into irons, backwinds, and then slams him violently.
I shout at him about something red floating away, and I immediately regret doing
that as I see him let go of his board and swim downwind towards it. I’m worrying

about him separating from his board in these conditions. It takes only a second for
him to retrieve and get back to his board. I’m shouting to him although I doubt he
can hear now as I have moved a considerable distance away in a blink, “SCREW
RABBIT KEY, lets head to this Island!” As I tack over to starboard and glance
back, I gladly see that he is midway through getting his sail out of the maelstrom
and isn’t going to be blown over to the next stop: New Orleans.
I am thinking that we just stop here in the shallows, until a lull in the wind, as these
smaller mangroves covered islands are really not islands but just submerged
shoals at high tide with dense mangrove cover. As I pull up to the beach I glance
back again seeing that Sean is following regardless of whether he heard me or
not. I have landed on the leeward point of the island which is about 300’ long x
200’ wide. The wind is ripping around both sides leaving a V-shaped stretch of flat
calm walled in on both sides by fast moving wind-driven chop.

I’m off and exploring the interior from the leeward side, and only about 30 feet in,
and I am utterly amazed that there is a little center area about twenty by ten feet
with soft, almost shell-less, dry, beautiful, wonderful, blessed with shiny, white
SAND! Adjacent to this perfect camp site is what appears to be a 4’ high pile of
drift wood from some 1960’s hurricane and its dry and just itching to combust.
Hard to believe, but it’s like the storm that blew it in, systematically set down big
logs on bottom, medium size branches in the middle, and little branch kindling right
on the top! There is also a spacious canopy opening in the mangroves above the
camp, so I can set my tent and the fire up with clear shot to the sky.

I’m running back to the beach and start shouting the good news as Sean pulls up.
We look at each for a spit second, pause and we seem to instinctively & sadlly
know that this is our farthest point: were DONE. We move our sails into the interior
and out of cross-gusting winds. Then we cradle our boards on bohemian styled
mangroves branches, well above the high tide line.

We’ve set up camp, start our fire, and are now calling our wives, and the
Checkpoint manager to inform all that we are officially abandoning our Challenge.
We’re going to camp the night and return back in the morning. It is a tough
decision to make but in our hearts we believe it to be the safest and most prudent.

I enjoy the rest of the day and evening exploring every square inch of the island
looking for treasures, skulls, bones, flotsam and Calusa Indian middens. I’m
thoroughly enjoying the beauty of it all. Our camp is peaceful and silent, but the
roar of the wind at the windward side of the island continually sounds like a distant
oncoming train. I fancy we may be a select few in all of history and humanity that
have ever taken refuge and spent the night on this un-named island, now #9,999 in
Ten-Thousand Islands.
Later as Sean rests by the crackling fire, I’m setting my board up with a paddle and
getting hooked up to drag two hand line lures behind my board. I’m careful to stay
in the wind shadow of the island. A big tug, I have hooked a big speckled trout
and am paddling back to shore shouting with joy “Sea, Duuude, guess what? Ding,
Ding! Weze having fresh fire roasted Trout and Moutainhouse Chicken & Rice for
Lunchy”. It’s still a little too early for lunch, so we build a coral stone holding pen in
the tidal area until later when we enjoy The BEST and ONLY lunch during our
entire Challenge.

Sean has headed back to his permanent napping position and I’m heading back
out this time with one line wrapped around a mangrove branch as make-shift reel
with a shrimp lure, and the other tied to my rear footstrap with a gold Clark spoon.
Before I have time to setup something big tears off with the shrimp, and then
another chomps down on the Clark spoon, in the excitement I fall off the board in
one direction, my paddle jail breaks in the other. I frantically get back on the board,
hand paddle to my paddle, and I’m watching the mangrove stick spin and unravel
as it gets water skied across the surface. I’m in hot pursuit but it suddenly stops,
and imagine I’ve forgotten to tie it off and all the line has just spun off the branch
reel. I’m wrapping the line back in around the branch stick, the line hasn’t been
lost, he’s chewed the lure just off the end. I’m finding the same thing on with my
Clark spoon rig. Shoot, no more lures or tackle and its only 13:00.
Returning to he-would-be-roasting-marshmallows-if-he-had-them Sean, I’m
embellishing the story and acting out my lure-less grief. “Wait a sec, I saw a dead
catfish on the windward side of the island with monofilament hanging from his
mouth”. Sean is shouting at my back as I plunge back into the jungle: “that damn
hook has rusted to nothing months ago, you can’t sit still you energizer bunny
Moron”. Two hours later, and 2-3 trips around the island, I return back to inform
Sean that the darn Catfish has inexplicably disappeared off the island (suspecting
maybe like that dead pilot with the parachute). I’m hanging out to be company for
Sean for about a record breaking long 8 seconds before I say: “I’m going out to
walk in the shallows to look for more seafood sustenance, someone’s gotta keep
us castaways fed”

“The ground was hardened by an accustomed tread and as Jack rose to
his full height he heard something moving on it. He swung back his right
arm and hurled the spear with all his strength” **

I’m wading in a little short of knee deep water and I am looking for good clumps of
oysters that I can set above the fire, suddenly I see something flashing sunlight off
the sandy bottom, I reach down in amazement to pick up my bit-off Clark spoon
lure just lying their quietly on the bottom (No defecationé!)

I make a flash trip back to camp to report to Sean my unbelievable find and then
head back out fishing until evening. I catch a big lady fish looking fish but I’m
certain that it is not a lady fish, as it doesn’t jump & fight like they typically do. I try
to keep him alive on the aft deck under my water bag, but he manages to flap out
from underneath and escape.
We’re standing at the water’s edge, watching the last seconds of a breathtaking
sunset, and hear some light splashing a few feet away, a small four foot or so

shark is cruising up the shallows towards us and his dorsal and tail are sticking
high out of the water. We’re still excitedly talking about how cool that was when
in from the opposite direction we started hearing what sounds like a muffled fog
horn approaching. The next moment we’re seeing the up-flow billowing telltale
rippling of a giant slow moving fish coming our way. It swims right in front of us
making a mysterious fog horn noise which resonates in our chest with deep
vibrations. It is really big and I guess from its size and silhouette, a giant jewfish,
but Sean’s insisting that it’s a big drum.

Back at camp Vandenberg-Hawes 1816 Expedition Camp, I’ve decided to practice
discharging a crude weapon my Austrian friend. Albert Brunner, has help craft for
me in my attempt to avoid that last fatal moment with large water-based lizards.
I’m proudly showing it to Sean and warning him to stand back as I pose to give
Black Bart Crocagator (a dead tree stump) his due:
1st time, DUDD!
Sean squeals: “The crocs just bit into your left hand”2nd, dudd,
“Damn chewed off your left arm”
rd
3 , dudd,
“Hez munching your legs”
4th, dudd,
“Tearing into your rib cage”
5th,, dudd,
“Right arms solid gone”
6th, dudd,
“Dude your DEAD”

Were just finishing a rather boring dinner of Beef Strog MRE, and I decide I need
more natural nourishment, so I collect up the oyster clumps I found earlier. I steam
them in their shells over the open fire. Honestly, I am not a big fan of oysters, but
these are small and circular not like the long, large oval ones and they are
unexpectedly very delicious. I’m burning my fingers on the shells as quick as they
pop open and gobbling them up greedily. Sean, I mean Ralph, acts like he has
grabbed the CONCH and in adult leadership control and starts growling at Piggy
Bermudaboy: “You’d better not eat anymore, I’m not going to drag your limp food
poisoned body off this island”. Looking back over my keyboard now, I wish now I
would have eaten more!
Just before going to bed, I head out once more into the shallows this time with my
head lamp pumping 1,500 lumens down around my feet. “Dude, I’ve struck it big
time” as I break off the bottom six pounds of what I think is called a Pen Clam. I’m
ecstatic about my soon to be midnight snack, but the RALPH is still holding the
Conch and sternly orders me to put it back…

“Maybe there is a beast. Maybe it’s only us” **

Believe it or not, all this adventuring and having fun only took my mind off us
abandoning our Challenge for just brief moments. The majority of the time I was
lost in regret, uncertainty & depression. It was a very difficult decision. I hope the
right one. But it still won’t change my impression of being a DNF Loser, Quitter, &
Sissie.

Serve you right if something did get you,
you useless lot of cry-babies **

The Island was great, almost no bugs, and we thought no animals, but as soon as
the fire started casting orangey-red flashings on the surrounding mangrove
branches, the tree rats came out of nowhere and started scampering around the
trees faster and more agile than squirrels. They kept their distance why we had
the fire still going. Later in the night after it had died down to embers, I had to
wake up more than once when their thrashing about the leaves on the ground just
around my head demanded I do my best DNFer Sissie girl scream to scare them
away.

Enveloped in an invisible sunrise, hidden by a depressing gray gloom, we break up
camp and sadly point our steeds back toward SNAKE PASS. Before we even
realize it we are competitively racing each other upwind through the still outgoing
tidal currents. Exactly like we did 30 years ago in college, not a damn part of this
current race is any different than Eckerd College’s Frenchman’s’ Creek & Boca
Ciega Bay. Each of us pouring out every ounce of his absolute best to close haul
the highest and capitalize on every wind LIFT at just the right moment. The
looping mangrove channels are throwing us some curve balls, but we are
smashing them out of the ENP (Everglades National Park). Too, Too, bad we
have to stop, unfortunately Chokoloskee CP 2 appears around the last corner way
too soon. I adamantly maintain that I won 1st Place Loser in the return to CP2.

“The conch exploded into a
thousand white fragments
and ceased to exist” **

DNF’er BermudaBoy

EC 2016 Total Minimum Miles recorded: 192

**Quotes from : Willian Golding’s Awesome: Lord of the Flies

